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Objectives

1. To introduce opportunities from wearable sensor data

2. To introduce some caveats in wearable sensor monitoring

3. To introduce some tools for working with wearable sensor data



Opportunities from Wearable Sensor Data



Opportunities from wearable sensor data

I Recently, wearable devices have received increased attention

I Wearable devices available today can track

I Physical activity and sleep patterns
I Blood pressure, heart rate
I Blood sugar, insulin
I Electroencephalography (EEG)



Why use wearable sensors?

I Can measure in real-living conditions

I Can measure for extended periods of time

I Can be less burdensome to participants

I Can be a fun factor and encourage adherence (e.g. Fitbit)



How widely used are wearable sensors?

I NHANES cycles 2003-04, 2005-06, 2011-12, and 2013-14

I UK Biobank (7-day activity data for 100,000+ individuals)

I Consumers (13.4 million sold in US, 2015)



What does the data look like?

I The raw data often exists in a form of high-frequency
time-series

I Often, a particular type of processed data summary can be of
interest to behavioral scientists or clinicians (e.g., minutes of
‘moderate to vigorous’ physical activity per day (MET ≥ 3))



Some Caveats in Wearable Sensor Monitoring



Some caveats in wearable sensor monitoring

1. Requires extensive data pre-processing

2. Requires special attention to missing data

3. Analysis of longitudinal physical activity data collected using
these devices may necessitate specialized statistical methods



Data processing procedures for Activity Counts

1. Define non-human obs. and replace with missing indicators

2. Differentiate wear and non-wear time

3. Identify bouts of physical activity among wear time

4. Summarize the wear time and min. of physical activity per day

However, most of the processing procedures are ad-hoc, and
following different guidelines will give you different summaries (see
Troiano et al., 2014, British J. of Sports Med; Troiano et al., 2006,
J. of App. Phys.).



Issues with wearing the wearables

I We rely on participants to wear the devices

I Missing data occur naturally:

I Factors un-associated with physical activity

1. Forgetting to wear
2. Device failures or administrative errors

I Factors associated with physical activity

1. Physically active participants may be more adherent in
wearing the monitoring devices

2. Participants with certain body composition may be more likely
to be physically active, and at the same time, be more
adherent in wearing the monitoring devices



Caveats in analyzing accelerometer data

I Informative observation times: Association between device
wear times and measurement outcome

I Censored observations: Study participants may stop wearing
the device from a certain measurement day and onwards

I Informative censoring: The early termination of the wearable
sensor monitoring may be related to the measurement
outcome



Some Tools for Working with Wearable

Sensor Data



Software

I Despite the increased attention to wearable sensor monitoring,
availability of software has been limited

I We developed a free software for processing, visualizing, and
analyzing accelerometer data

I This software is available for download at a public repository
Download

I We also released a web-based application for exploring
accelerometer data Link

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/acc/index.html
https://mdacc.shinyapps.io/explorePA/


Software capabilities

1. Accelerometer data processing

I Activity counts data

I Raw accelerometer data

2. Accelerometer data visualization

3. Accelerometer data analysis

4. Accelerometer data simulation



Accelerometer data processing
The R package acc provides functions to process activity counts
data based on the established rules in the literature.

acc(data, tri, axis, spuriousDef, nonwearDef,

minWear, patype, pacut, boutsize, tolerance)



Accelerometer data processing

I Data processing can be also done in batch mode

I You can also use multiple cores

I A web-based application is designed for exploring the impact
of different data processing specifications for accelerometer
data Link

https://mdacc.shinyapps.io/explorePA/


Accelerometer data processing: web application



Accelerometer data processing: web application



Accelerometer data processing: web application



Accelerometer data visualization

Our software offers a variety of options for visualizing data



Accelerometer data visualization

Daily activity summaries can be represented compactly using race
track plots
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Accelerometer data visualization

Boxplots of wear times for multiple individuals



Accelerometer data visualization

Heatmaps are useful for exploring group level patterns



Analysis of longitudinal wearable sensor data

The function aeexfit can be used for analyzing wearable sensor
physical activity data with missing observations.

aeexfit(formula, data, weight, se, control, boot)



Near future in wearable technology

I Wearable devices may become (nearly) invisible

I Will be more efficient, and powered without external charge

I Will be connected with Internet of Things

I May be integrated into Electronic Health Records

I May require more and more sophisticated methodology



Discussion

1. Introduced opportunities from wearable sensor data

2. Introduced some caveats in wearable sensor monitoring

3. Introduced some tools for working with wearable sensor data
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Thank you

I Questions?

I jjsong2@mdanderson.org


